Preoperative saline-filled computed tomography thoracography for awake video-assisted thoracic surgery: report of three cases.
Awake video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) is a therapeutic option for patients with intractable secondary spontaneous pneumothorax (SSP) complicated by impaired pulmonary function. The preoperative identification of air leak points is one of the keys to the success of this procedure. We describe how we performed saline-filled computed tomography (CT) thoracography to detect pleural fistulae in three patients with intractable SSP. Saline-filled CT thoracography showed bubble signs in two patients and an air-water level in bulla in one patient. The preoperative identification of air leak points resulted in successful awake VATS for all three patients. Our experience demonstrates that saline-filled CT thoracography is a useful diagnostic tool for SSP, especially when used in preparation for awake VATS when minimally invasive procedures are desirable.